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The monthly review of the financial performance of the UK software and IT services industry

As many of you might know rst

hand, we have recently completed a

customer satisfaction survey for our

Ovum Holway products. We are now

busy incorporating your suggestions.

The two things that come through

most strongly are how much you value

our comments (whether you agree or

not!) and how you want more

predictions for the future.

Mind you, you also said how

irritating it is when we say "We told

you so "I So, rather than rub it in, we

would suggest you reread our

predictions made at the end of 2000

in Jan. 01 SYSTEMHOUSE.

The article was headlined ☜E-nd of

e-" and went on to talk about "the-

business not e☁business" and

"Mortar MUST win".

We also said, "/☁fyau think the

worst is event/rink 017☂: and then

droned on, as usual, about the

importance of core competencies,

strong management, pro ts, cash etc.

2902 AND BEYQND

THE MACRO SCENE

Much cleverer people than us

forecast that:

- the US will experience a short

recession and that recovery will be

evident by H2 2002. Remember the

US market is more important than

Europe for many UK S/ITS players.

- the UK will escape recession

according to Gordon Brown's Pre

Budget statement, Though growth in

2002 will be lower than 2001 , this will

be more than compensated for by

higher growth in 2003.

- Continental Europe will go into

recession in 2002 with Germany

particularly badly affected.

FORESIGHTS

We therefore stick with our view

that:

- UK S/ITS growth will stage a very

modest recoven/ in 2002 (from just

3% in 2001 t06% in 2002). However:

- Almost al growth will come from

the continued move to outsourcing

- New project work, and lTSA

activities in particular, will continue ☁in

recession☁ in H1 at least

- The rst signs of recovery, albeit

modest, will occur in H2, signalled by

the lTSAs

- most UKS/lTS companies have

taken some action to reduce costs

already. Q4 2001 results are expected

to be bad and this has already been

factored in. However, most will

require still further

☁restructuririg☁ which will have

an adverse effect on H1 2002

earnings. Although recovery will be

evident in H2, it will not be until 2003

that earnings g'owth for the sector as

a whole swings into positive territory

When this happens, earnings growth

will be very strong. In EVERY previous

recovery this has been the case and

we see no reason why this one should

be different.

STOCK MARKETS
- We believe that S/lTS share

prices in general (although there are

many ☁aberrations') have already hit the

nadir. Even with sub 10% revenue

growth througt to 2004 at least, the

UK S/ITS sector should manage

earnings growth of >25% in 2003/

2004. The current average P/Es

are therefore historically

justified.

- However, this requires a mindset

change for all. I" you invest in the UK

 

S/lTS sector we believe that

expectations for financial returns

should be set at the 25% pa. level. In

a <2% inflation economy (with almost

no risk of a return to the old high in ation

days) this kind of return is great! But

over the last few years investors have

expected a much higher return (and

indeed for about 18 months were so

rewarded). This forced companies

into very unwise activities, investments

and over priced acquisitions.

- If you accept the above argument

then it will be 2004/2005 before

the S/lTS market indices return

to their March 2000 levels.

SECTORS

Most of these messages we have

given for a long while;

- outsourcing is the key high

sector.

- BPO (we will return to this sector

in more detailed Ovum Holway

research in 2002) is the place to be.

it is not a case of ☜Watch out". It is far

more a case of ☜Ifyou want to be there,

move fast"

- Public sector IT services spend

will grow at almost 50% above the

rate of the private sector, Healthcare

will be a particularly good place to be

(albeit a relatively small, 010%.

segment of the PS market)

- Boring as it may be (we make no

apologies!), companies with highlevels
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of contracted/recurring revenues

from customers will fare best in

2002/2003.

- New project work (this

would embrace the new licence

sales for application software

products, associated VAR-type

solutions activities and the larger

systems integration projects)

will remain in the doldrums for much

of 2002. However, as the economy

recovers, long postponed projects,

as well as the sheer age of some

existing systems, will create a better

environment. But do not expect the
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heady days of 1997/98 to return.

There is no special event or ☁must

have☂ technology to drive explosive

growth.

ITSTAFF

- We do not see "Pervasive IT

Skills Shortage" headlines

reappearing for some considerable

time/years.

- lT salaries will moderate.

indeed, we see permanent salary

reductions taking the place of the

short term cuts being introduced in

many S/lTS companies at present.

- Of course, this will affect both

the ITSA market and contractor fees

in particular

 

M&A AND lPOs

M&A activity has slumped in

2001. Actually there is still loads of

money around but sellers☂ value

expectations have still not reduced

to ☁good value'; thus the buyers

continue to stay away.

We see that changing in 2002,

if, as we have said above, the nadir

has already been reached.

We know of several S/ITS IPOs

planned for 2002 and have every

hope of seeing them come about.

M&A activity will also recover ♥

particularly at the mid range level

which has been the worst affected,

This will be driven, at least in part, by

the age of the owners/founders or

these companies (see last month's
SYSTEMHOUSE) who might at last

accept reasonable valuations.
Although we have long forecast

the Big Eat B/g' acquisition trends,
few have been consummated and
those that have (CG and EY would

be a good recent example) have

hardly been glowing testimonies to

the wisdom of such big meals!

Product companies MUST

enter the services sector to survive

and grow through the next period.

it would be better to do this in a

series of small meals (18M and Data

Sciences was a great success

example), rather than one big feast.

But we fear still more mega

acquisition attempts with the

obvious and now predictable

aftermath.

Please recognise that

there has been a power shift

in our industry.

25 years ago the hardware

manufacturers wielded the power

in the sector. 15 years ago the

software providers took over. Now,

and for the next 15 years, it will be

the IT services providers. lBM was

the most powerful global computer

company in the 1960/705...it is

now the most powerful global

services provider. It can and will use

that power to control the industry

It will knock other hardware and

software providers out of many of

the world's largest corporations

and markets because IBM controls

the IT processes of those

companies. There are too many

examples of this happening already,

and many suppliers who secretly

recognise and fear this power,

The unrelenting trend towards

outsourcing will only strengthen the

power hold of the lead sen/ices

providers. Ofcourse, there are other

global services competitors but at

the moment IBM is on a roll.

Of course, investors have not

been slow to realise this IBM stock

is up nearly 40% in 2001 - against

a trend, of course, in exactly the

opposite direction.

THE NEXT REVOLUTION?

We don't see there being one!

What we see is a long, but

equally rewarding, evolution
towards truly mobile internet

access and communications which
[continued on page ttue}
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[continued from page two]

will pervade every sector from

children to SMEs to corporates.

By the end of the decade everyone

will carry their pocket-sized, 4x3

colour screen,Qwerty keyboard,

high speed wireless internet device

It will be as ubiquitous as today☂s

ZG mobile phone. It will become

your persona. Depriving you of it

will be like losing your Filofax, mobile

phone, xed line e-mail connection,

the post, newspapers, TV, radio

etc ALLAT ONCE. Frightening, but

there we are.

The opportunities to service

this market will be huge.

Every past evolution has

knocked out current leaders and

created new ones. We see no reason

why Microsoft should not suffer a

similar fate in this evolution, but

spotting who will be the ☁Microsoft

of 2070☂ is just a bit beyond us at

the moment! We suspect that it will

be none of the current contenders

to the crown.

HINDSIGHTS

EVERY "Hew☁ewaf2001"♥ whether now orforever

into the future - will be dominated by one event, one

date. 11 ☜☁ Sep. 01.

Without belittling it in any way, that date has been

used as an excuse by most companies for their performance. It was NOT the

reason. Our industry was in deep trouble well beiore that date. It might have

accelerated the profits wamings. It might have been the ☁excuse' used by

them and even theircustomers for delayed/cancelled orders. But it wasn't the

real reason for them.

In 2001 , the TechMARK1OO Index had already fallen by 48% before 11☁"

Sept. Indeed, lrom its low of1065 soon after, it has put on aquite remarkable

gain of 38 D/o since. Fighting a WARis c/eaI/ygoodforshareholders - ifnot for

anyone else!

Regardless, ourS/ITS Share Index ended the year 43% down compared

to a ☜mere☂ 16% decline in the FI'SEI 00. Joy to all who put their money in an

Abbey National e-saver account! (Well, to be fair, it was our ☜ Tip oft/7e Yeaf☁!)

But, of course, they don't come more Boringthan the Abbey National. Or

do they?
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AND FINALLY

Two years ago we were a Bear

when everyone else was a Bull. Over

that period most joined us in the

Bear Pit.

We are no longer a Bear. But

neither are we a Raging Bull either.

We believe ♥ and indeed sincerely

hope ♥ that the next 3~4 years will

see good but not massively

exciting growth in both our

sector and its associated valuations.

Although we have criticised the

phrase on many occasions when

used by others, we really do "Look

forward to the future with

confidence".

We have spent so, so many

years writing ☜Reviews ofthe Yeaf☁

where unknown (latterly dot.com)

companies recorded 1000%+ share

price gains. The Top Three in 1999

were Recognition Systems (up

3390%), N58 (up 1128%) and

Baltimore (up 1092%), ☜Emperor☂s

New Clothes☝? (SYSTEMHOUSE

Jan 00) - we won☁t rub in the salt

but suggest you look them up now

on pages 18 and 19!

It therefore actually gives us

great pleasure to announce the two

top performing shares of 2001;

- ITNET's share price is up 89%

since 1 ☜ Jan 01. OK, this is, in part a

recovery from the awful Hackney

days, but it☁s still pretty good.

Indeed ITNET not only getsout

award but is the best performing

FTS E350 stock too.

- Xansa has increased in value

by £296.78m. Thus topping the

increase in market capitalisation

chart for 2001.

Similarities? We could point

out that they both (extremely

unusually in our industry) have

women as their CEOs. But ofcoursa

that wouldbe sexistandhasnothing

to do with it. The fact is that they
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are both pretty Baringcompanies. "Boring☂ in the Holway-compliment way

of course! Boring because they both rely on outsourcing - the star sector for

2001. Baring because they both have long term, predictable revenues and

contract commitments. Boring because they are both ratherwell managed.

Boringbecause they both care for theirstaff. We could go on...but that would

be really Baring.

Valuations

The chart below shows average P/Es at the end of every month. We should

warn you that it's confusing to compare with the last month ♥ comparisons

with this month last year are of more value.
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Valuations are now back into ☁normal territory. Given our expectations for

25% EPS growth in 2003, we have no☁overeraI/ng☂ concerns with an average

P/E of 23.

MM

It☂s been a dire yearfor M&A in the UK. According to KPMG, the number of

deals involving UK companies as a whole is down by 30% in 2001 , whilst the

value has fallen by a huge 70%. Much of the activity is in more-or-less forced

UK |T acquisitions 01423 2001

     

Source Regan:Associates

sales or acquisitions designed to defend market share. The slowdown in

activity has hit investment banks hard. Nor is it getting any better♥ more job

losses are expected in the City during the winter. Many will geranaso/surp se

with the/rflac/r at} annualbonuses.

There have been few large deals to boost the market, but other factors

have also been in play to slow things down. Firstly, the drop in equity markets

and hence deal values. Secondly,

disagreements on values - sellers

looking to past values but buyers

looking at current worth. Thirdly,

sheerfear by chief executives - in

the current climate, news of a

potential deal pushes share prices

down, and, in any case, internal
nances are a much higher priority

with boards than acquisitions.

Regent recorded a 20% drop in
the number of acquisitions

involving UK S/ITS companies

between H1 2000 and H1 2001. At

first glance the (known) value of

these deals was much the same, at

c£6.2bn. Leaving out the Same

purchase by Schlumbergerthat☂s a

fall in the total value of acquisitions

of60% in H12001.

By 03, the number of deals in

the IT sector as a whole was down

27% on the previous year, at just

264, although as the chart shows,

deals in the software and services

sector (particularly software) have

held up better than in other lT
sectors as the year has progressed,

Of course the sorts of

operations being bought have
changed significantly. It☂s not the

privates any more i.e. the intemet
startups that were being grabbed

for ridiculous prices in 2000. It☂s the

safe, dependable (not to say

Boring) divisions and subsidiaries

of larger companies. And the good

news is that the UK continues to be

a net winner in these deals ♥ We are

buying more than we sell.

Thankfully, PE and PSR ratios
for UK-related S/ITS acquisitions
have fallen back to muoh more
realistic 1999 levels at 21.8 and 1.38
respectively. In the current climate
the priority is on earnings _ pE
ratios have held up better than
PSRs

'Festforgo en☝might well be
the epitaph for 2001.

As we say in our ☜Forgery/7!?
article...there is much to look
forward to in 2002 and beyond.
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ANlTE CHOOSES LATVIA FOR OFFSHORE

I lte ☁ DEVELOPMENT

Another excellent set of results from Anite, and based on

a strategy which remains unchanged ♥ something forwhich

John Hawkins, CE, makes "no apology"♥ and quite right tool

The headline results say it all: revenue increased by 1 1 % to

£95.2m, with revenue from the core businesses up 41% to

£92.6m. Pre-tax pro ts were down 35% to £1.96m. but a

better indication of the pro tability of highly acquisitive Anite is

the PET gure pre-goodwl/l amortisation and exceptiona/s,

which increased by an impressive 54% to £13.1mwith organic 20%

pro ts up 39%.

As mentioned above, Anite☂s core strategy, "to establish

7%

Profit Before Tax - By Industry Sector
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Anite as a leading consultancy and managed services

 

I Telecoms I Public Sector I Finance El Travel I Other

  

company in Europe". remains unchanged, as does its

operational strategy i.e. to use its industry knowledge to offer

management consultancy, IT consultancy, mission critical repeatable software and

the management and support of operations. However, a change we are pleased to

see is Anite making moves to create some synergies between its businesses. We

have said before that Anite is in reality more of a conglomerate than a single entity so

the news that it intends to increase the use of knowledge management to ☜glue☝ the

businesses together is welcome. it also intends to create synergies through the

creation of a common technical architecture, to be used across all businesses.

An additional part of the strategy will be to look at building up an offshore

development capability This is currently being considered iorAnite Public Sector, and

is already a strategy used by another public sector player. Capita. We asked John

Hawkins at the results brie ng if he could comment further on this but were told, "Itis

a little premature to offer any more information".

However, the following day, We read an article in the FI' saying that Anite has a

potential acquisition target in mind (identity not revealed). John Hawkins told the FI',

"People in Latvia are highly educated and speak many different languages. This will

increase our capability and lower our development costs". We will have to wait and

see what capacity any new development facility might have, and as a result, what

effect this will have onAnite Public Sector's employees in the UK. Given Anite's

history we would have expected it to go for acquisition ratherthan partnership; either

way, it would have been nice to hear about it at the results brie ng but better late than

never!

Looking at the results in a bit more detail, the UK accounted for 54% (39% in

FY01 ) of revenues by destination, mainly as a result ofthe growth in the public sector

business. The performance of the three solutions businesses and the consultancy

business was as follows (the PET split by industry sector can be seen in the diagram):

rAnite Public Sector increased turnover by 76% to £34.3m and accounted for

37% of revenues (32% in FY01), and has an order book of £29,6m. The business is
expecting to see larger projects. increasing margins and the reduction ofcosts as a

results of offshore development.

-Anite Travel increased revenues by 24% to 211.8m and accounted for 13% of

total revenues, It is seeing no effects following the events of 11☁h Sep. 01 as it had a

large backlog of orders and ☜its solutions help companies reduce overheads". The

acquisition of its biggest competitor, FSS, was announced on the day ofthe results,

and ☜an aggressive 60~day integration plan☝, will follow. The acquisition is expected to

lead to larger orders, larger deals and higher organic growth.

☁Anite Telecoms saw turnover increase by 74% to £18m but lost some pro t in

H101 as a result of its Network

Operations business, which has now

been downsized. It is now

concentrating on the core testing and

billing business, which is seeing strong

demand. The business contributed

23% of revenues (H1 ,3m) and has an

order intake up 35% at £17.6m.

The Consultancy business put in

a strong trading performance with

turnover up 22% to 839.1 m. We were

initially surprised at this, as traditional

lT consultancy does not perform well

in a downturn, However, 20% ofthe

revenue comes from application

management and support (resilient in

a downturn) and 30% comes from 1 2

month recurring revenue contracts

(also very good to see). The business

has held up well and saw operating

pro ts increase by 36% to 96m.

The order book has increased to

271m (2000: £46m) and we expect to

see more good news from Anite at the

full year stage. What we will see less

of is Anite's acquisitive♥ness! Although

the Group will continue to keep an eye

om for acquisitions, thiswill be a smaller

contribution to growth from now on.

Anite remains, ☜confident of

outperforming ts)sectorin the coming

year☁ and we have no reason to doubt

them, Indeed, with athree-yeartarget

for half of the business to come from

managed sen/ices, revenues are likely

to become even more predictable!
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Northgate Information

Solutions has issued its interim results

forthe six months ended 31 st Oct. 01.

Turnoverfell 20% to £44.6m, ☜reflecling

the planned reduction in reseller

activity". A LBT of £1.8m was

convened into a PET of 24.1 m and a

loss pershare ofOASp became an EPS

of 1 .39p. Commenting on the outlook,

Chris Stone, CE, said, ☜Following the

downturn in the corporate sector, the

outlook for the full year is somewhat

below our earlier expectations, albeit

with fourmonths to run. However, we

are benefiting from strong

performances in the public sectorand

human resource divisions...we have an

orderbook ofoverEiOOm. Overall, we

are con dent that further progress in

the business will be made beyond that

achieved last year☝.

Comment ♥ Nonhgate☂s results

show a decrease in turnover but an

improvement in pro ts ♥ something we

are likely to see from more companies

in the current climate as they suffer

from decreased demand but in parallel

take action to cut costs,

But despite the decrease in

revenue, the results represent an

improvement in the business mix for

Northgate, with more than two-thirds

of revenue now coming from its

applications and managed services.

compared to under 50% at the same

ACTINIC -
3 6

ACTINIC

Actinic, a developer of e-

commerce software for SMEs, has

announced its results for the year

ended 30th Sep. 01. In what was

described as a "very disappointing"

year, revenues fell 26% to £1.5m, LBT

neany doubled to 俉6,8m (£3.5m) and

loss per share also deepened to 5.4p

(2.62m, The company reports that it is

"optimistic for an improvement in

LACK OF NEW PROJECTS AFFECTS

NORTHGATE☂S REVENUE

Northgate Information Solution~s_ Turnover Operating Pro t
Six months to 31 st October 2001 2000 2001 2000
Public Sector £19.30m £17.45m £1.75m £0.54m

Corporate Sector £14,11m £26.26m -Et.32m E1.01m
Human Resource Systems £7.4Em £6.22m £0.92m E0.00m
PRO IV £53.ng £5t75m -£0.05m {0.43m
Continuan Operations $44-53!☜ E55159"! 俉1.31m E1.11m

time last year. Indeed, managed services revenue has increased by 29%, Also

showing a signi cant increase was turnover from the public sector, with an increase

of 1 1 % to £19.3m.

The corporate sector, as highlighted in Chris Stone☁s comment above, was the

area that suffered the most, with a 46% drop in revenue to 俉14.2m. The fall came as

revenue from third party reselling decreased by 55% and revenue from professional

services decreased by 41%. Northgate has seen the volume of sales from selling

third party products, as well as margins, falling for some time, and it has been a

conscious decision to stop chasing the work. This. and the fall in professional services

revenue, comes at a time when clients are less willing to embark on new development

projects,

Charges relating to Northgate's share option scheme had quite an effect on the

headline pro t gures. In H100, the company reported an operating loss of 21 Am,

which included an exceptional LOSS of £2.5m as a result of the scheme. in H101,

the £4.0m operating pro t included an exceptional loss 0! 20.6m as a result of

restructuring and an exceptional PROFIT of £2.7m as a result of the share option

scheme. The result isthat the headline pro t gures hide the underlying pro t growth.

Operating profit pre-exceptionals increased by 1 7.7% to £1.3m, sowe are not saying

that Northgate has not done Well in cutting its cost base - itsjust better to look at the

undenying gures.

Growth at the moment is being driven by increases in Government spending and

a trend towards outsourcing in all markets, and Northgate is tailoring its offerings to

meet the demand. its aim is to move further into not only IT outsourcing but also into

business process outsourcing. In the troubled corporate market, as well as winning

ve new managed services contracts, Northgate is now offering. ☜cluster compu 'ng",

which it says includes hardware, systems integration, and managed services, to

respond to "more sophisticated client demands☜. As well as growing organically, the

company is also cash generative so will use acquisitions in the areas of health, police,

and local government. as well as HR and managed services, to accelerate growth.

CONSERVING THE CASH

revenues for the nancial year 2002",

Comment: Actinic had to lower its revenue expectationsthree times during the

yearand has seen its share price fall to lessthan 10% of its otation price (81 p in May

00). Marketing activities have been scaled baCk to reduce costs, as have plans for

US and European expansion. In a bid to reach breakveven more quickly, Actinic has

also had some discussions about partnering Withv 0' vaUin'nQ. othercompanies but
has not yet identi ed a suitable prospect. It is keeping an eye out for a "low cost"

acquisition that would provide economies of scale. Meanwhile, Actinic is conserving

its cash (£13,6m at the year end), and believes it has suf cient reserves to reach

break-even.
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iSOFl', a supplier of healthcare

information systems, has

announced interim results for the six

months to 31st Oct. 01. Revenue

is up 105% to 俉22.8m, PBT has

increased 160% to £3.5m and EPS

has risen from 0.72p to 2.04p.

Commenting on the results, CEO

Patrick Cryne said: ☜The advanced

characteristics of our modern

product offering coupled with the

high visibility of information systems

procurement programmes in the

public and private healthcare

SYSTEMHO USE
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☜BUPBWHXENCOURMWNG☝OUHOOK

sectors in our selected ten'itories, puts the iSOI-T Group in an excellentposition

for continuing success...The prospects for the remainder of the nancial year

and into next year remain extremely encouraging☝.

Comment: The Government recently announced an additional 285m of

funding for the NHS next year, on top of its £800m IT budget. The good news

for iSoft is that for the first time, this money is going to be ring fenced. Health

Secretary. Alan Milburn admitted that previously, hard-pressed hospitals had

diverted IT allocations to immediate priorities such as cutting waiting lists.

Government funding has helped iSoft win new clients at a time when those in

the corporate sector are struggling to keep existing clients. What is most

revealing about iSOFT's revenue is that most of the growth is organic (cE1,2m

came from the acquisitions of Eclipsys and Eclipsys Australia in May). How

refreshing, to see a company reporting that the outlook is "extremely

encouraging".

GLOTEL REDUCING DEPENDENCE ON TELCO
Glotel.

SECTOR

IT staff agency (lTSA) Glotel

has announced results for the six

months to 30th Sep. 01. Turnover

has fallen 26% to 860.1 m, a PET of

£3.5m in the same period last year

is now a LBT of 92.1 m and EPS of

5,9p is now a loss per share of 3.9p.

Commenting on the results,

Chairman, and founder, Les Clark

said, "There has been a continued

deterioration in trading conditions

since the commencement of the

second half and the ongoing

uncertaintyin ourmarkets gives little

expectation for a recovery in the

short term".

Comment: Well, these results

from Glotel were not unexpected -

before the FY01 results were

announced in Julythe company had

issued two pro ts warnings. Glotel

was the darling of the ITSA industry,

enjoying double-digit growth in the

past few years (even the year to 31 st

Mar. 01 showed 25% growth), but

relying on the telecoms industry for

the majority of its revenue is no

longer a winning strategy,

Glotel managed a respectable

207% gross profit margin for the

 

period (only slightly down from the 21.2% at the interim stage in 00), but it

allowed admin costs to rise whilst revenue was falling. This, coupled with the
俉1.75m restructuring costs during the period (a combination of redundancies

and of ce closure costs), took Glotel into losses for the rst time in its history

To get the business back on track, Glotel has, quite rightly, redirected the

efforts of some of its sales force to other industries (including outsourcing

companies of course). It has also recently secured S-CAT status (category 5)

for the supply of contractors to government departments and agencies. Glotel

now generates more than half of its turnover outside the telco sector, compared

to less than a third this time last year. And before you ask, this change in

revenue mix is a result of increasing revenue from outside this sector, notjust a

result of declining telco business!

To reduce costs, Glotel has cut staff numbers by 37% since Dec. 00

resulting in a 40% reduction in the monthly run rate ♥ this included removing a

"layer of middle management". Now it's all hands to the pump, with Chief

Executive, Andy Baker (co-founder), having relocated to Chicago during the

summer to oversee Glotel's US operations.

Along with all of the lTSAs we talk to, Glotel has implemented tighter cash

control and debt collection procedures. We spoke with Les Clark on the day of

the results and he reassured us that there will be no further nasties in the form

of bad debt ♥ Glotel was hit very hard in FY01, and had to make a 22.5m bad

debt provision. Also reined in are borrowings, down from 26.8m at end Mar.

01 to 俉0.5m currently.

The measures Glotel has taken are all sound, but they will take time to bear
fruit » cutting costs is the easy bit, developing new accounts (presumably
already sen/ed by Glotel☂s competitors) will prove more dif cult. As we all
know, everyone is talking about doing more with their existing customer base

right now, so Glotel will have to prove itself against rival, established suppliers.
We trust that Glotel has its best sales people on the case!
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Vega☂s interim results for the six

months to Sist Oct, 01 show

turnover down a couple of % points

to £17.6m, however LBT has

improved from 俉1.3m to £332K,

and loss per share has also

improved from 5.79p to 1.9p.

☁New' Chief Executive, Phil Cartmell

(appointed May 01), commented

on the outlook, "Given current

market dynamics it is dif cult to

predict the speed of growth that

we can expect beyond this nancial

year, however our long term order

book and the level of identified

Opportunities supports our belief

that we will continue on the path to

full recovery."

Comment: Its 900d to see

Vega on the path to recovery (their

words!), after a pretty disaSthS

 

W
A

TELEWORK
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VEGA ON THE PATH TO FULL RECOVERY

year in FY01 , which saw the company plunge into losses of 俉5.9m. Excluding

amortisation of goodwill (ESQSK), Vega just sneaked in pro tability during the

interim period. Costs have been cut (speci cally senior management), but more

signi cantly, Vega has improved utilisation rates of its consultants, and has

recently secured the long awaited contract to develop ground-training aids for

Euro ghter.

Going forward, the company is much better organised to address new

opportunities, with its three business units (space, government & defence, and

commercial industries), Previously Vega had six discrete divisions, each

operating semi♥autonomously. Each unit now has a director responsible for

"sales, pro t and cash generation" ♥ quite appropriate, in our opinion, for in

today☂s climate revenue generation alone is not good enough. These changes

should improve Vega's ability to cross-sell, and lead to greater penetration of

existing accounts ♥ familiar themes to our readers!

Vega has recently attained S-CAT status for the supply of a range of

consulting services, and is concentrating on building a pipeline that includes

more smaller, shorter-term opportunities that offer the flexibility to maximise

staff utilisation.

Vega admits that growth beyond the current financial year is dif cult to

predict, but at least it goes forward with an order book worth close to £39m,

that's up 013% on this time last year,

DlSAPPOlNTING RESULTS FROM TELEWORK

Telework, "the software group Specialismg in CUmPUlef Telework Group Turnover Operatan Protlt

telephony and labour management" has announced £0005 £0005

"disappointing" interim results for the six months ended 30th ler/Te 3,700 207

v to £8.3m, a PET of seam, became 0☂ p ☜6 450° '1'700Sep. 01. Turnover fell 20 /a Total 8,300 4 I493

3 (ET of 91 gm and EPS of 1.09p was converted into a loss

per share of 080p.

The company attributes its results to a ☜marked shortfall in sales from the

targeted level, together with increased overheads in anticipation of growth".

Indeed, the COmDany expects, "that trading in the second half of the year is

likely to remain at the current level for the remainder of the period, and that the

Group '3 financialperformance in the second half will be broadly similar to that of

the rst hair☝. As a consequence, Telework is to reduce its workforce by 25%.

The group has two revenue streams, TeleWare - which specialises in

computer telephony - and Workplace - specialising in Software for workforce

management,

Workplace, which accounted for nearly 64% of total sales at the year end

suffered the most, with ☜lengthening sales cycles☝ causing a shortfall in both

licence revenue and implementation consultancy. In addition, the uncertainty in

the rail sector, together with the contract signing problems in the aviation

sector, has added to the delays

In its Teleware division performance was affected by a "disappointing" level

of sales through its traditional route to market via telephony distributors such

as Siemens, BT and Mitel, To address this, the company has been building a

direct sales force and opened a new

channel to market

Teleware, like many companies

has been caught out by the

downturn, It expanded too quickly

for its own good, the ☜excellent

levels of prospective business☝

failed to materialise, and Teleware

was left with a higher cost base and
fewer sales. However, it has also
been caught on the hop, with its
Workplace division also

succumbing to the recession (the

company reports that it normally
does well in ☜conventional☝(!)

recessions),

☂
.
.



 

lngenta, which manages and

distributes published scientific,

professional and academic research

via the internet, announced its

preliminary results for the year

ended 30th Sep. 01. Turnover

More than 50% of

its sales target for FY02

already contracted

increased 130% to 俉9,9m, LBT

☁improved' to 俉16.3m (£21m) and

loss per share also ☁improved' to

31p (52p). Commenting on the

outlook, Chief Executive, Mark

Rowse, said: "With only around

10% of this type of research

material currently available online,

the potential for lngenta, with its rst

Computerlan

ComputerLand has issued its interim results for the six months to 31st
Oct. 01. Turnover fell 15% to £16.9m, PBT fell 85% to E151K and EPS
decreased to 1.1p(1,7p for the comparable period in 2000).
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INGENTA ON COURSE FOR PROFITS

mover advantage and market leadership remains significant... With over 50%

ofexpected revenue for this year already either contracted or repeatbusiness,

the Board is con dent of the outcome for the year ahead".

Comment: lngenta☂s super 130% increase in revenue was achieved by a

mix of organic growth (95%) and a £1.5m contribution from CatchWord
(software company acquired Feb. 01 ). Cost of sales rose 50% during the year,
but this still left lngenta with a tasty 82% gross margin (up from 72%). A

combination of integration and R&D costs (俉5.9m), goodwill amortisation

(£5.2m) and operational costs (£13.6m) left the company still in the red.
However, lngenta reported that it generated pro ts ahead of schedule in Sep.

01 and is poised to become pro table this year.

lngenta provides three services: publisher services (ie converting raw text
and data for use on the web). pay»per~view (for downloading articles) and the
development and management of ☜specialist☝ websites (for traditional publishers
and libraries). It reports that it has been "largely unaffected by the global
slowdown" with all three areas of its business enjoying revenue growth. The

company also enjoys high revenue visibility, with more than 50% of its sales
target for FY02 (cEZOm) already contracted,

We think lngenta is a neat (and niche) little business. OK publishing scienti c

and academic research is hardly exciting, but it makes perfect sense to look to

exploit the possibilities of the internet amongst the very community who rst

recognised its potential. And we like the recurring revenues! The only thing

missing is pro ts ♥ but with relatively fixed costs, and cash reserves of £2.2m,

lngenta is con dent that FY02 will deliver pro tability. We certainly hope so.

d GROWING ITS SERVICES BUSINESS

ComputerLand is still a minnow

in service supply,and will need to

carve out a niche for itself. At the
The company has been in the process, over the past few years, ofre-

positioning itself from product reseller to IT services and infrastructure solutions
provider. Product resale is still a prominent feature of ComputerLand's business
model and its declining hardware sales were held to blame for the falling

revenues. Many companies have attempted the move from product reseller to
services provider (Compel, who sold their reseller business to SCH. GECITS
which ditched desktop product resale before being purchased by
Computacenter and Logical, which pulled out of desktop supply). The

problem is that in these models it☂s often the product resale that pulls through
the sen/ices business; pulling out of one affects the revenue growth of the

other. However, on the goods news front, services revenue grew 41% to

£6.4m and now accounts for 38% of total revenues. In particular, increased

demand for services related to the deployment of Windows 2000, new contracts
in outsourcing and new services centred on help desk solutions, helped group
performance.

moment it is still trying to be all

things to all people (Microsoft

Still a

minnow in

service supply

consultancy. outsourcer, help desk

solution provider). Given its current

size it cannot afford to stretch itself

too thinly.
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Going to a Sage brie ng is akin

to being presented with a comfort

blanket; it exudes a certain re-

assuring teeling. And this yearwas

no different. We never doubted it

would be, of course, but it is good

to see that one of only two UK

"BoringAward" holders (the other

is Capital retains its cup with its

latest results for the year to 30th

Sep. 01. Remember you can only

get it for ten years of uninterrupted

EPS growth as a quoted company

In Sage's case that record extends

back to its IPO in 1989.

Latest figures show:

- Turnover increased by 17% to

俉484.1m (2000: 俉412.2m).

Organic growth was around 11%.

- Pre-tax pro t increased 12%

to £121.3m (2000: 俉108.7m).

- Earnings per share up 1 1% to

6.59p (2000: 5.92p) (But remember

Sage, unlike everyone else does

NOT write-off goodwill from

acquisitions - intangibles on the

balance sheet are now 2836m - was

俉540rn).
- Dividends for the year raised

10% to 0.48p (2000: 0.39p).

☁ Operating cash ow up 14%

to £119.6m (2000: £105.0m).

Acquisition of Interact

Commerce Corporation (Interact)

for £189m, May 2001.

r 248,000 new customers

Sage - 2001 Geographic mix

WORDS FROM THE WISE

Sage Group pic
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added (excluding Interact), bringing the total to 2.8m (2000: 2.5m).

- Support contracts increased 15% to 897,000 (2000: 779,000).

UK revenues grew by 13% to £148.8rn with operating pro ts up only 2%

at 俉56.8m and, obviously therefore margins declined slightly. The UK accounts

for 31% of total revenues. 46,000 new customers were attracted during the

year.

France, which accounts for 15% of total revenues, revealed a 4% increase,

but this disguised a strong performance in the second half, when revenues

increased 27% over the prior year.

Germany &Switzerland contributed 6% towards total revenues and as

in France, the Euro helped. Whereas the business was loss-making two years

ago, it achieved operating margins of 23% this year (2000: 10%), despite

revenues growing by only 5%.

Overall, mainland Europe revenues were up 4.4% at £102.5m with

operating pro ts up 17% at £26.3m.

in the US which now accounts for 48% of total revenues, "market conditions

have been challenging and were exacerbated by disruption following

September's terrorist attacks. The market for new licence sales was especially

tough, but despite this our US businesses maintained their market share and

the installed base business performed strong/y so that revenues (excluding

Interact) grew 7% over the prior year☜ to £209.2m.

Michael Jackson, Chairman, commented: ☜Ourbusinesses have continued

to win significant numbers of new customers - nearly a

quarter of a million - this year. Throughout the Group We

continue to find new ways of selling more products and
Total = 2434.1 . . . .

services to exrsting customers. Our strategy of marketing

an ever-expanding product and service offering to an ever-

Germany 5☁ increasing customer base remains our clear focus. As in

sw'uenand the ast we will continue to b ' b th(7%) France (17%) p . grow our usmess o

6%

UK (32%)
31%

15% organically and through acquisition.
Notwithstanding the current economic climate, we

believe that the strength of our brands, the breadth of our

product offering, the resilience of our channel and the sheer

scale of our customer base provide us with a platform for

USA (44%) sustained long-term growth. Therefore we look fon/vard

48% to 2002 with confidence".
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AIT (suppliers 0t nancial services

CRM software) has announced results

for the six months to 30th Sep. 01

showing revenue up 57% to £22.3m

compared to the same period last year.

and up 014% on the previous six

months. PET is up 34% to £2,7m and

EPS up from 6.49p to 8.56p.

Licence tees and maintenance

revenue is ahead 144% to £8,8m, up

from 26% to 39% of revenue. Overall

the underlying trading margin (before

R&D expenditure) remained at 31%,

"despite a temporary dip in consultant

utilisation". Increased investment

meant that reported operating margin

was 12.3%, down from 13.8% the

previous year.

On 19☁h Sep, 01 , AIT acquired the

customer base and some assets of US

CRM supplier, Information

Management Associates, for $16.5m

cash.
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ANOTHER SOLID SET OF RESULTS

CEO Carl Rigby commented: ☜The IMA acquisition opens up new geographical

and vertical markets for the enlargedA/TGroup and ourproducr set. ltstrengthens our

US operations, which are now underpinned by strong maintenance revenues, and

enables us to pursue international opportunities more effectively. Our UK nancial

services sector pipeline remains strong... giving us con dence of delivering further

growth".

Comment - Another solid set of results from AIT. With the IMA acquisition

occurring just before the end of the period, the revenue increase is virtually all organic,

with the added benefit that recurring revenues now account tor 39% ofthe total. This

is also against the backdrop of an impressive client list. including Nationwide Building

Society, Lloyds TSB and Marks and Spencer Financial Services, Admittedly PBT

margin has slipped to 12% - even AIT is not immune from the fall in consultancy

demand - but this is actually against a 72% increase in R&D spend.

According to the company, expansion in Europe is now also accompanied by

success in the US ♥ nodetails were given, but, through its acquisition of the IMA

customer base, the company is in a much stronger position in the US than itwas. AIT

looks to be well poised for overseas growth, particularly when the economies in

Europe and the US pick up.

As we enter a bright and shiny new year, let's also give a plug to the fact that AIT

is listed in the FTSE4Good index, a benchmark for socially♥responsible investment. It

includes ☜only those companies which can demonstrate that they are working towards

environmental sustainability and developing positive relationships with stakeholders".

I☂m not sure what all that means in the CRM software context, but it can't be bad!

11

HEAVILY PEPPERED WITH WORDS OFW
☁3☁☝ CAUTION

Total Systems, the insurance and investment sector software and

services supplier, has reported some impressive gures for the six months

to 30th Sep. 01. Turnover increased by 79% to £2.84m and the PBT of

£773K was almost five times that of the same period last year (and more

than the PBT for the full year to Mar. 01). Diluted EPS increased from

1.04p to 5.1 1 p.

Terry Bourne, Chairman, commented, "The Boardbelieves thatnext

year we wrl/ continue to see lower levels of spending on information

technology in the financial services secton Nevertheless our strong

long-term client relationships have enabled us to secure a larger share

ofavailable budge ts while we actively seek to expand our clientbase ☝.

Comment - The results look impressive and the Board ☜remains

op mis c", but the commentary is heavily peppered with words of caution;

☁general economic downturn', ☁economic and political uncertainty☂,

☁delaying investments☂, ☁provided that no existing clients experience

unforeseen difficulties☂ etc. It concludes with ☜We remain convinced

thatyourcompanyhas an excel/entfuture and should deliversigni cant

value to shareholders in the medium andlong ternf'.

Clearly it☂s difficult to predict the market out there, but the tone of the

press release seems to be thoroughly preparing the ground for possible

bad news ahead. However, there☂s no reference to plans to prepare for,

or deal with, a further worsening

in the market ♥ the blame is put

firmly on the insurance sector,

which, it says, "mustupgrade to

new systems☝. If only these

pesky customers would do what

they're told!

To date, shareholders have

not had a good time of it over the

long haul. At the end of the year,

shares were at 131 p, just 54%

up on the oat price way back in

1988. Nonetheless, the results

are good and the company says

it expects to sign a number of

contracts with new clients, which

should not be scoffed at,

particularly at a time when others

are struggling to hold onto their

existing customer base.
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raft RAFT AWASH
1W ☝☂

As forewarned in its Aug. 01

trading statement, component-

based software developer Raft

lntemational ended up in loss for

the year to 31st Oct, 01. Total

revenues rose 3% to £9.5m,

however last year's tiny pre-tax

of late).The really telling aspect of the results is that Flaft☂s revenue in H2 was

down 11% on H1 , and this coincided with the company's increased spending

on sales and marketing activities. Indeed, overheads rose by £1.6m during the

year - a massive increase for a company with less than £10m turnover. Raft

states that it has taken action to reduce costs (cutting staff numbers by 10%).

but with customers taking longer to make decisions, don☂t expect any

improvement in Raft's fortunes in the near future.

profit of 俉171K is now a rather

substantial pre-tax loss of £826K

(essentially all from continuing

operations), and EPS of0.19 is now

a loss per share of 1.32p. 7o

Raft International plc - Share price history

         

Commenting on the results CEO 60

Frank Mobjerg said: ☜During the year

we have made good progress 5°

towards our key objectives in 40

building Flatt International as a 30

leading provider of component

based solutions, However, market 20

conditions and increased overheads 10

have/ed toa disappointing nancial o _l_ I _1 ☁ I __ V I _r

result. The Board is committed to g 3 g 5 i 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 s g

returning the Group to pro tability g g E E a g E. E 5 E; 2☝ ☜3) g E g

in the next nancial year. "

Comment: Raft was founded in

1995 and competes in the nancial

services sector with the likes of

Financial Objects (whose IPO.

business has also been struggling

Interesting news from New Zealand-born, but LSE quoted, practice

management software firm Keystone Solutions, as it announced on the

same day both their interims results and that it is under offer from Aussie♥

based (and listed) Solution 6, who are in the same line of business.

But rst to the results, which are at least generally moving in the right

direction. Turnover tor the six months to 30'" Sep. 01 rose 43% to £2.84m

and operating losses tell by one third to £2.2m. Pre-tax losses declined

36% to £2.03m bringing loss per share down from 7.6p to 1 .61 p. Cash in

the bank rose from £1.86m to £5.67m as a result of a net 21 1 m fundraising

exercise in Jan. 01 (at 17p), but net cash outflow was up 28% to £3.7m.

Although they appear to have made some headway with sales, non-exec

chairman Claes Hultman reported that the soft US market means "it/s

un/Ilre/y that the Company Willmeat market estimates for the fullyea/1☂.

Comment: We ended our last comment on Keystone, when they

announced their full year results back in July, simply with the words "no

 

Just as well it has £5.3m cash left from the 俉6.4m they raised in their oat

in Oct. 00, Raft☂s share price ended the month at 10p, down 84% since their

KlWl LOOKING MORE LIKE A DODO

hope/☂1 Well, it looks like we may

be (regrettably) spot on.

Keystone was formed in 1990 out

of an M80 from Wang New

Zealand☂s legal back-office
software division, and reversed

into Calidore Group (an AIM-
listed shell) in Sep. 97.
capitalising the company at
£7.8m. Keystone has made some
progress this last half, especially
in UK, NZ and 02, but frankly they

are hugely dependent on making
sales of their complex high-end
product into the US professional

[continued on page thirteen)

"
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m, 5 star SYNSTAR'S NEW BROOM SWEEPS GOODWILL

European support services and

business continuity rm Synstar has

announced its preliminary results forthe

year ended 80th Sep. 01 . Turnover nc.

discontinued ops) rose 1 %to 俉238.2m.

A PET of E5m was converted into an

LBT of 俉21 .3m (although this included

£25m of exceptional items including

the loss on the sale of Synstar's ltalian

business, goodwill write~off of its

acquisitions totalling £11.9m, and an

£8.5m restructuring charge). An EPS

of 0.6p became a loss per share of

13,8p.

Total revenues in the core

Computer Services division lifted 1%

to 2219m, although continuing

operations fared better, rising 5% to

£205m. However, goodwill write-off

pushed the division into an operating

loss of 21 Am, although operating pro t

pre-exceptionals stayed relatively

healthy at £6.5m (a 3% margin) - mind

you, this was still down 35% on the

year, when they were making a 5%

margin, Business Continuity revenues

were essentially at at £19.3m, but

operating pro t slumped 66% (48%

pre-exceptionals) to £1 .Sm.a mere 7%

margin (20% the year prior),

On a brighter note, the business is

cash generative, there's no more

goodwill on the balance sheet, and

there's still E13m in the bank.

CEO Steve Vaughan expects "a

dif cultyearahead☜ but sees "grounds

for optimism".

Comment: ☁New broom' CEO

Steve Vaughan didn☂t waste any time

[Keysone continued from nag e twelve]
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sweeping out a lot of the dross at Synstar after coming on board in Jan. 01 . Since

rolling out his new strategy at the interims. he has nished most ofthe spring cleaning

"on time and on budget", disposing ofthe loss-making Italian subsidiaries along the

way. They havetaken all the restructuring costs 'on the chin' ♥ including writing off all

the remaining goodwill on Lancare (network support. acquired Sep. 99), CT

Consulting (data management, acquired Mar. 00) and Tecsys (business continuity,

acquired Nov. 99). Best of all, they nished the yearwith cash in ow of £1 .8m and no

debt. Now comes the really tricky part. Vaughan expectsthe next 12 months will be

all about ☜stabilise, improve andinvest" before they can expand again. They key is to

improve the cross-selling between Customer Services clients and Business Continuity

clients ♥with the added challenge oftrying to keep margins up in a business where

'added value' is pretty hard to articulate ♥ and harder to get recognition for But we

come back to the fact that Synstar's business is all about ☁Bon☁ng support services.

The need never goes away and they do it very well. OK, we'd behappier if France

were backin pro t ("budgeted for break-even this year") and SNitzerland too (more

problematic so "We☂d sell for the right price"). They've also got along haul to bring

Business Continuity margins backto the 20% level that they (and Guardian iT) used

to have in the good times. But perhaps Guardian's recent ☁misfortunes☂ may turn out

to bene t Synstar, In any event, so long as Synstar sticks to the business at hand ♥

and continues to keep the focus on pro ts and cash rather than share ♥ then it has

the best chance of seeing the tough times through.

Synstar's share price has performed exceptionally in 2001 ; nishing the year up

45% at 69p, making it the fth best performing share.

services market. They are further advising that cash burn will decrease

significantly "as we expectan increase in consulting revenue during the

second ha/ ☝. Well, that sounds like ☁strike two☂ to us. If the deal with

Solution 6 doesn't pan out, then we have fears for their survival beyond

twelve months unless they raise more cash. Keystone☂s shares peaked in

Feb. 00 at nearly £14, but ended Dec. 01 at 14p, 60% down on the year,

and 84% down on the Sep. 97 initial placing price of 90p.
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Intercede Group, "a leading

(Ed's note ♥ but miniscule) developer

ofsecurity management software",

has announced its interim results for

the six months ended 30th Sep.

01. Turnover fell 59% to E471K

(俉1.1m, including 俉664K from a

single contract with Lloyds TSB),

LBT deepened to £1.2m (ESiGK)

and loss per share also deepened

to 7.3p (2.9p). Commenting on the

outlook, Richard Parris, Chairman

and Chief Executive said, "Although

the downturn in the world economy

has created difficult trading

FUTURE LESS SECURE FOR lNTERCEDE

conditions for the lTsector, we nevertheless anticipate an acceleration in smart

card related business for the second halfofthe current nancialyear and beyond.

The unfortunate events ofSep. 7 7th can on/yincrease the likelihood thatgrowing

volumes of smart cards will need to be deployed for security purposes☂

Comment: Intercede has been in the process of transforming itself from a

supplier and integrator of third party security products (such as Baltimore's)
to becoming a supplier and licensor of proprietary security management
software for smartcards. They have now got caught ♥ just like Baltimore - in
the aftermath of the dotcomlfinancial services/telecoms bust. lntercede has
signed some recent licensing deals and raised extra funds through a convertible

unsecured loan. But whether this will be enough to see them through to

pro tability is surely questionable. Nonetheless, having launched on AIM in Jan.

01 at 60p, its share price is more or less managing to hold its own, ending the
month at 56p, just 7% down on the IPO price.

4:) COFFERS RAPIDLY DEPLETING AT FFASTFILL
FFastF ill

Miniscule purveyor of trading software, Ffast ll, has announced its interim

results for the six months ended 30th Sep. 01. Turnover rose 23% to £317K,

but ore-tax losses increased signi cantly to 俉4.2m (£1 .5m for the comparable

period), and loss per share also deepened to 7.88p (4.19p). New CEO Chris

Stone (not as in Northgate's CEO!) is ☜confident that the talent of our staff and

management, and the strength and quality of our product, will lead to a

substantial improvement in the performance of the company".

Comment: Ffast ll was only founded in Apr. 99 when there seemed no end

in sight to the share trading boom. They launched on AIM in Nov. 00 at 120p.

raising £15m gross and valuing the company at £54.5m. But, as with other

companies seeking to deliver electronic trading solutions (e.g. Patsystems.

Easyscreen), the going has been very slow but also very costly. To add insult

to injury. Ffast ll also hit ☜technical issues☝ which delayed sales and installations.

euaalnliin

 

Over the past few months they have

also overhauled the Board. Frankly,

with £7.3m in the bank, and net cash
outflow of over f£4m in H1, Ftastfill's

new management doesn☂t have too

long left to stem the tide, especially

with such paltry revenues. Their

shares ended the month at 5p, a

massive 96% discount to the IPO

price.

THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS?

Jasmin, which develops

solutions for the transportation,

defence, and security industrieshas

announced its interim results for the

six months ended 30th Sep, 01.

Turnover increased 96% to £3,2m,

an LBT of £490K was converted

into a modest PBT of £325K and

loss per share of 10.87p became

an EPS of time Commenting on

theoutlock, Chairman, Roger Plant,

stated, ☜The substantial improvement in performance and a sustained strong

order book gives the Board con dence of being able to report a good result

for the yearas a whole☝.

Comment: Jasmin ended the year with losses and falling revenues, but

with a £16m order book so there was some light at the end of the tunnel.

although we must admit that we were slightly sceptical about its chances of

"increasing its presence in existing markets and penetrating new markets".

However, the interim results have shown that the company seems to be turning

itself around, apart from the £1 0m Highways Agency Emergency Telephones
contracts; Jasmin has also won some smaller contracts with an aggregate
value of £4.2m, Slow, but steady progress.

Q
.
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Buyer salinr ' SollurDowripllon Acquiring Price Comment

Anita FSS Greup Travel reservation 100% plus £10m FSS will be integrated with Anile☂s existing travel

sohware Elm al loan division. The cembinded operation will have 300 stalt.

Cepita Maorgate Registrars Registrar 100% 22m Capita paid cash tor the Chelmstord-based company.

Ceplta Industrial Society☁s worktorce Fruiessibnal lraining 100% £23,75m Caplta paid £23m cash. E750K is based on

tmlnlng a. development pedon☁nanca. payble Mar 03. The business thed
uusinass ever £14m and made prolurma pro ts at 23m in zuor.

cubes Group Floom Service (UK) Dellveryservlces 95% £1.5m Cubee. the iniernelincuhaior. is giving up. It is getting
into tood delivery Instead!

Dimension Dara Planet CTI Oil 100% Euroz.llrn Belgian-based Planet on was lormelt in 1995.

Friezenherg Eeheer BV TaIMe☁s travel Interests Travel portal. dala 100% 25m TelMe Is to concentrate Drills CFIM business

and soltware Friezenberg paid 24m in cash up lront. with balance
based on nertormance.

IBNat Wemeviry Consultancy 100% n/a Wethvilyprovidesservices which nelplomte

websites through search engines.
Nelstore OSP☁S ASP business Hosted nancial & e- 100% EQDDK Nelstore heught OSP☂S ASP business 1mm me

business solutions receivers lorinitlal EZDDK, rising to max, EBODK,
Nelslore Red ock Software Messaging solu ons 100% 223"} Terms at the deal are 153 new Netstore shares tor

every 1000 Red ock shares. FledFlock is quoted on

OFEX.

Pink Ftnccada NV Cumpulerald Services Ltd Support. hosting, 100% Eur7 2m FinkRocczde placed 1 .3m shares in nance the

maintenance acquisition. The Dutch company now has c1300 stall
in the UK.

Retail Decisions Mnlorcherge Ltd EF'OS network It 100% 25,4"! Acquisition otthe Australian company funded via [:2

charge card ngeraiar tar5 rights issue.

FlexOnllne JuhSearch Online recruitment 100% (:21 80K RexOnline paid £150K uptronl, with a runner £30K
site based on tulure penormance. It also issued

Jobsearch with 20,000 shares,

SDL Alpnet Inc Globalisation Majority 57m SDL raised £7.2m via a placing tn tund the

services shareholding acquisition.
Skeneia insurance Lynx Group Support services luv 96% E210m Skandia already had a minority stake in Lynx. and

IFAs has bought it to! the Benkhell business, The IT

businesses have been sold to a MBOlor £60m.
Sdphedn Orbital Seltwara Holdings Knowledge 100% £15 [in Allshare otterby Sopneon was 318214851: premium

maneqementsul☁s to closing pnca. prior to annoucemant
Ticklleup Aurra Consulting Systems and 100% £2.4m max Tlckii paid £636Kuperanim stunner ESlOK

consultancy to! the dependentupon PET in FV's 01 and 02, arm £1,5rn
legal prolesslon dependenlupen perturrnance to June 03,

Torex gure Retail Systems EPOS systems 100% Earn Turex paid £1.5m uplronlin shares. with the balance
dependenton prgmauiiity overs years.

Torex thealth.corn Electronic health 100% £375K Tarex paid in shares iorttre Oxlordshire company.

records

Forthcoming IPDs I _ ☁ I _ u
h V V "meetivlty☂ V 5683! Dotcom' 'lndex Otis: Martin 7 lieu. Piles ' Est Mkt Cm. i

Dalial Bra Onlna Education S rvbe SOS 05 TBA the 俉50r0rrl

mraive Eucellon Education Sottw are developer 505 SP TBA the £12r5m

Kineth hiermatiori System Financlel SDttw sis 563 SP MAlN Inc the

M:Claren iT Consultancy 5C5 CS TBA the 225.0":

System-c Healthcera Heellhclrs IT Solutions CSC SP TBA {be the

ltieoisitscom EZB exchange Dotcom 525 AIM lbc £5.0m

Following three years of losses, Kalamazoo has proposed voluntary

K8 l|' 1 82d: liquidation and announced that it is to be acquired by UCS. ☜one of the

largest suppliers ofin-house dealership computersyslcms in the U fora

total consideration of£14.1m(28.2m cash, 俉5.9m Group indebtedness).

Several reasons were put forward asthe reason for the disposal:-

. \Myh regard to the pension scheme, the poor nancial condition of the company meant that it the Group continued to trade

independently, it was potentially unable to settle the full Minimum Funding Shortfall. Therefore it has agreed to pay a cash payment

of 俉5.2m to the trustees of the pension scheme (by way Of a loan) in respeCt Oithe fundan-
~ Following the acquisition of DMS in 1997, the company embarked on a programme of product development to produce a pan

European product. Three and half years, £16.1m of R&D costs, and £1 0.5m in cumulative losses later. ☜there is no certainty that (the

products) will deliver the anticipated results within the required time frame".

☁ Over three and a half years, net assets have reduced from 俉13.4m to £2.5m, with net cash reducing from £6.8m to £1.7m.

- Market conditions have been particularly dif cult in the car industry and compounded by the economic downturn.

All employees ofthe Group ncluding the executive directors, except Bob Jordan) will transferto the U08 group of companies,

following the passing of the resolutions at the EGM all the directorswill resign. Following the completion of the disposal. Kalamazoo

will be placed into members☁ voluntary liquidation and the listing of Kalamazoo☂s Ordinary shares on the Of cial List be cancelled. lt

is anticipated that Shareholders will receive total distributions from the liquidation of around 10p per Issued share.
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REV 23: 00.000 940737000 $24,190.00) .2040
F El 02.090000 53.279000 -§55DW.MD Plolll lo Ion
EPS MOD 0500 -7|m PIatlHoIou

Ke stone Solutions Gruu
walm- SeoUU Flnd~Maul hlalm-Seonl Conmuon

REV ENERWU £4,477,037 92.54"!☝ 425 717
P57 SAVING 40.405000 42.02011☝ Loo: boIh
EPS -7,7DD -UADE lob Loo! boIh

Knowledge Monegemenl Sonwore pIc
find-10100 thdmol Cmnon

REV SZINWBD £03547m vl A☁l
P B 7 43075.77! 4mm☜ Lou mm
EPS > 6.400☜ V H.251) V lee- be!"
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REV EGVSJJV £15017☜ 150.556 -42A%
P B7 ~£425,722 £2.lb,560 431,552.65 L0☜ be!"
EPs own anon ☁ 020;: luu borh
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REV E ln ☜$.55: all☜:
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R E V £847.44☝ ☜70 9105200000 933]%
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EPs Iowa ,7 V V _20.00_o ow;
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EFSV 4! no V W 7 mm A3112), 7

, . 7 _ ,_ Lynx Grounpls, _
Flr\d~5mnn Elnd-SUDI

REV £250.451m30 £27 Uh,☝
P B7 90.00000 £5,454,☝ Prom In In☝
Eras 170:. «Jr: Prom Io Ion
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PB' 55970030 viZTVZM) onllllolon
EPS 32 200 , $2400 PIolIIIolou
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Flnd-JmDD Find-Jle Conoahon

R E V £30.07 I000 90.00000 .2qu
P37 inouooo 95.014011 7525☁}
EPS 7 35209 , 7.409 -7I79I

MI power Software pIc
Flnd~MaVlm Hod-M070! Comhon

R E V mum 02.700007 .7on
m 2227:0507 manna [on bolh
EPS .27 739 Em [on mm

Marlborough Sllrllng Flo V
hIarlm-Junuu Flnd-Dscm lrIllllm-JmOl Comhon

REV 222707.000 $87,050☝ 243050.000 d l☁i
P Bl 04.004000 55.317☝ £51753 W WI$
[P5 24h 250D Wm 464%

MERANT plc
Anon FInd-Au l Comhon

R E V 27.253000 £2 5.455.000 52%
P B7 9.000 -i501340.m0 Lou bolh
EPS 24000 470(k) lmxbolh
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Holvyay/SYSTEMHOUSE SCS Share Prices and Capitalisqtion 7
Share PSR scsr Sharaprica Shara p ca human-.115; cLLieIuaruan

  

scs Price Caplhliulon Hiabric Rm Index move Ilnca 7. move movealnca mm (m)
CAI. 31~DBC~01 31-Dec-01 F/E Cap/Rev. 31-Dec-01 30~N V-01 In 2001 30-NDV>01 in 2001

Acn'nic SP £0.03 £3.7m L055 243 37 66.84% -92.21% -£2.15m -243.71m

AFA Sysrens SP £0.92 521,7m Lass 5.05 763 44.05% 54.17% -£3.48m -£10.35m
Al nily ImemelHnldings CS £3.03 £81.7m L055 7.22 23269 6.78% -37.63% -£5.93m -236.83m

AlTGrqu CS £8.35 £169.5m 432 5.00 5567 22.34% -29.54% 231.0001 {71.1001

Alphamenc SP £1.09 £111.2m 28.7 2.04 500 26.01% 60.29% 223.0001 {168.8001

Allerien SP £0.74 £28.8m L055 13.86 368 4.34% 69.05% £0.40"! -E64.30m

Anita (300;: 05 £1.71 £469.3m 23.9 2.54 997 26.30% 1.19% £101.89m £40.19m

AmanaulGames SP £0.63 £57.4m Loss 13.04 651 4.58% -5.30% {2.72m ~2623.32m

Aumnomy SP £3.27 2411.7m L055 838 100 -7.63% 83.04% -E34.00m £2,018.23"!

AvevaGruLp SP £4.42 £74.7m 22.9 2.66 2208 2.91% -19.80% £2.10m {17.20711

Axun CS £1.75 £89.8m 14.6 2.10 1000 42.94% ♥76.90% -213.40m -2288.20m

AzxanGruLp F1 £1.34 £145.6m 105 0.25 580 4.29% 26.04% -E|1.50m £48.30"!

BallimoreTecmologlej 5P £0.15 £78.2m L055 1.05 1564 -23.75% -95.58% -224.32m ~21 .870.82m

Bondlmernan☁onal SP £0.75 £10.7m 112 1.14 1154 0.68% 28.21% -£0.10m £2.33m

BLsiness Sys'en's CS £0.14 £10.9m L055 0.29 113 0.00% 433.13% 20.00m -£53.90m

Cacila smug CS £4.90 £3,230.2m 712 5.05 132524 4.53% -1 35% £140.18m -£24.52m
03(15maer SF [0.04 23.1 m L055 004 38 -71.43% -98.71% -27.73m £235.03☝! .☁

Chanen☂s CS £0.89 £32.3m Loss 2.43 983 1.14% -30.04% £0.30!" -21 I .70m '

GalinCarnmerce SF £0.92 £12.6m Loss 3.51 732 1.67% -32.72% £0.14m -20.16m Q

Giricalcarruwtim SF 120.30 £7.5m Loss 3.33 242 -15.49% 13.21% -£1.38m £0.88m

(ENG CS 22.43 21.4893☝! 25.1 1.84 6703 2.10% -72.85% £30.28m £3,997.74!☜

Comma CS £1.70 £23.5m 34.4 1.10 1308 -6.85% 56.83% -21.70m £46.20"!

masssolmre SP £0.92 £10.7m 29.7 4.49 613 0.00% 60.27% £0.00m £9.10!!!

COrmeIGruup F1 £0.05 £26.2m Loss 0.11 675 0.00% 3.68% £0.00m 20.9001

Cormmacemer F1 £3.45 £639.4m 12.7 0.32 515 5.99% 2.99% £36.13m £27.03m

DCsGruup CS £0.29 £7.1m L055 0.05 475 -12.31% 40.00% {1.00m £15.86"!

Delcam SP £1.43 £8.7m 7.3 0.51 550 4.38% -31.90% -EO.12m -E3.80m

Dragnnal CS £1.03 £90.4m 12.9 1.09 1490 25.54% .48.10% 218.90m -£75.70m

Dicom Group as £4.24 £65.3m 13.0 0.63 1300 532% -7.42% ♥E8.00m -E7.10m
DRsDarag eseamr-r SF £0.15 £5.3m 13.4 0.64 139 0.00% 19.81% -20.01m £0.86m

Eannpon SP 2029 £30.0m Loss 20.39 208 0.00% 49.20% £0.00m -£111.98m

Easynel 05 £2.64 £153.7m Loss 3.92 73 -7.37% 40.67% -E13.00m £38.80m

Easyscraen SF' £0.47 £20.9m Loss 10.86 278 18.87% 20.59% £3.31m {5.39m

E68011 CS £5.08 £59.4m 56.0 0.91 281 897% -1 6.80% -£5.65m -£12.05m

E11105 SF' £1.80 £249.6m Loss 1.47 8996 -23.81% 46.28% -277.99m £28.61m

Elecmnic DaraProc SP £0.50 £12.6m Lass 1.51 1531 "1.76% 27.54% -£0.60m -£5.50rn

Epic CS 2088 222.1 m 14.4 2.75 833 -22.22% -74.75% -66.40m -£62.40m

Eulolink CS £0.45 £4.7m 175 0.56 450 20.00% 416.62% £0.78m -22.70m

Flasmll SP 2005 £2.4m 3.9 5.46 44 5.00% -94.00% £0.12m £37.69!☜

nanciaIODjecs SP £0.83 £32.6m 172 1.77 361 9.93% 48.23% £2.99m -£6.01m

Flomerics Gmup SF £0.50 £11.6m 11.4 0.99 3077 95% «40.74% -£0.90m -£5.00m
F0615 Solu ors SP £1.03 £25.7m Loss 11.31 526 .21 % 49.51% -E1.20m -£25.30m

Gresham mmng CS £0.26 £12.5m Loss 0.53 277 -0.96% 4.04% -:0.12m 21.181" .\
Carmina as £1.55 £105.1m 11.3 1.25 655 454.77% 433.77% -E196.96m -£558.46m
Harvey Nashemw A 21.20 £35.9m 9.1 0.16 686 -9.43% 56.17% ♥23.70m £217.40!☜

ler rrs Sysvernsservs A 20.15 £2.9m Loss 0.14 410 45.35% 414.44% {0.20m -:1.52m
Issolu ans CS £0.33 £8.1m 23.9 0.72 1211 0.00% 62.89% £0.00m -£39.38m

[BNm SF £0.09 25.001 Loss 12.38 164 -2.70% 87.76% -EO.14m v£35.13m

1CMC☁ormIMr CS 2300 £59.3m 18.0 0.89 1667 1.69% 37.93% 20.911" £17.11m

I-DocmmSysEms SF 20.15 219.201 Loss 16.00 19 -1 0.45% 7.22% 432.301☜ £1.90m

IDs Gmup SP £0.48 £27.5m Less 220 533 -16.52% -71.93% 415.001" -£69.10m

lmovauonGoup SP £3.60 £667.8m 57.5 11.55 1572 21.01% 55.00% £115.90m -E363.20m

Inremgenr Environmens SF' 20.05 23.1 m Loss 0.35 58 22.22% 57.35% -£u.90m -£14.48m
Memede Group SP 2056 £9.11" L055 4.51 925 8,82% -7.50% £0.74m {012m

[Nemmusmesseuup CS £0.04 £2.51" Loss 1.38 100 6.86% -73.33% {0.1801 {521.11

Mm SF' 20.12 £9.8m Loss 4.57 163 5.77% #4457. -EO.60m {25.20m
.50☝Gm SF 2255 £303.01" 40.3 9.73 2341 45.30% 25.61% -i:54.71m 273.19".
rrNEr CE £2.49 £177.9m 26.9 1.30 710 ~5.15% 88.97% ~69.87m £85.53m

mm (m Nana...) SP 20.32 :1 5.4m Loss 6.82 5000 21.25% 58.55% {5.02m 43142.22".
Jasmn SP 6252 :119m 29.2 2.99 1650 25.95% 97.65% £2.55m 25.39".

Kalamazoo Campmer as £0.09 £3.5m Loss 0.05 250 44.53% 46.97% -£0.65m -:3.33m
ngu sysrens SP £0.43 £33.00: L093 0.48 855 27.92% 436.48% ~212.70m £210.80"!

Keyslone SP £0.14 £16.0m L059 3.56 158 -1 3.85% -59.71% -EZ.80m £1.30m

Knowledge Management SP £0.12 £13.5m Loss 2.24 90 8.62% 85.45% -El.45m -E71.15m

Knowledge Suppon 51☜ £0.18 £13.1m Loss 5.98 81 44.47% 95.19% -E4.18m -£259.18m

Knowledge Technology SP £0.07 £5.7m Loss 37.75 1400 0.00% 40.00% £0,43m £1.90m
Logrca CS £6.40 £2,860.1m 24.8 2.52 8765 47.31% 63.43% £598.88"! -£4.874.88m

Lomune dae some☜; SF 521.79 £302.9m 40.5 5.34 4463 40.53% 45.91% ~235.70m v£257.10m

Lorien A £0.83 £12.3m 8.9 0.11 630 13.51% -1 7.65% £1.40m v22.70m

Lynxemup R 2120 £209.5m 34.7 0.77 3000 15.94% 35.59% £28.80m £71.30!"

Mach SP E253 £52.5m 9.5 1.11 1018 -2.88% -71.94% -E1.80m -£134.70m

Manpoweyso waye SP 2025 26.0111 L055 218 258 61.29% 5.86% £2.27m £2.36m

Manboruugn Sur ng 05 £2.05 £456,7m 35.6 9.32 1464 5.40% 46.43% £23.90m £218.20!"

MERANT SF☁ 21.11 £149.1m 12.1 0.69 534 19.48% 15.32% £24.33m £7.33m

Mcmgen CS £1.03 £52.1m 41.4 2.06 438 -4.65% 56.67% <22.57m -£104.37m

Note: Mam SVSTEMHOUSE 508 Index 551 at 1000 on 1501 April 1989. Any new entrants to (he Smck Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on me

13909 pnce The SOS Index I: not weighted; a change 1n the share price oi the largest company has the same e eck as a similar change 101☁11☂19 smallest company.

Calegory Codes: 08: Computer Servtces SP = Sohware Product F1 = ResellarA = IT Agency 0 = Omar
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20.20

20.1 1

20.34

20.25
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20.49

20.11

20.55

20.04

24.58

20.46

20.55

20.10
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20.54

20.19
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20.12
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22.29
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£0.51
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31-Dec-01

227.9111

21.871.6111

213.3m

£5.5m

[243.3111

217.2m

21 .2m

£100.6m

22.1m

217.7m

213.5111

295.0111

277.6111

222.1m

226.8111

275.2m

213.7111

£45.7m

214.0m

21 14.6m

240.6111
£21 .611!

26.7m

231 .1m

210.4m

£29.2m

25.3m

229.0171

2222.91"

211.6111

2104.4m

£2,394.5m

22.0m

2131.0m

£28.7m
211.5111

259.1m

215.5111

£5.9m
224.7111

21 16.4m

248.2111

213.9m

24.9111

210.4111

21 43.5111

26.3m
21 12.1m

24.6m

£861m
226.1m

26.8m

228.9m

213.3m

2320.31☜
£13.6m
23.1m

213.5m
£14.41"
216.7111

223.8m

2118.4m

£4.3m

220.6111

225.8111

27.6111

25.0m

£3.2m
£170m
£6.5m

21 .154.6m

213.7111
21 .6m
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0.43
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0.1 1
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1.30

0.29
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0.71

5.42

0.54
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2.62

5.61
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0.45

3.21

5.98

0.04

2.64

0.97

3.49

1.09

0.91

0.10

3.19

0.31

1.27

4.38

56.86

4.63

3.52

3.16

0.47

2.79

143.74

1.66

0.37

0.90

1.43

3.62

3.53

0.71

1.14

0.84

2.56

0.45

4.92

0.62

20.69

0.72

1.16

0.89

1.20

4.71

0.42

2.95

0.36
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SCSI

Index

31~Duc~01
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4045
655
367
760
445
33

315
65

133
46

129
2130
1050
111

6167
98

2292
57

2000
206
444
163
306
600
257
476
12s

6786
962

3503
67565

215
40m
453
225

4398
650
10

417
551
1469
538
220
144

2463
269
416
300
542
17
55

304
996

14126
2462
202
1276
756
490
693
1970

55
71

1140
429
470
74

see
119

9077
340
200

Share pace
move uince
394411001

♥2.99%
000%

24.14%
577%
4.30%
502%
5455%
4452%
-3.70%
526%
000%

4410%
4250%
-6.67%
-4225%
-1695%
4054%
2644%
0043%
-1.61%
-1 03%
0.00%

250%
2000%
-2705%
-732%
-2.44%

06.46%
-1 04%

-14.51%
4552%
429%
000%
6J2%
0.93%
4000%
4020%
000%

2727%
000%
4.32%
-a149%
4400%
4652%
902%

4102%
000%
2321%
~E.00%
1.21%

400%
3017%
2204%
651%
000%
060%
-5.56%
1074%
-2.07%
577%
259%
252%
000%

4765%
-2222%
30.43%

0.00%

4765%
2056%
7222%
509%
3421%
4607%

Share p115!
% move
in 2001

~40.45%

~50.76%

~79.15%

{31.25%
~49.67%

~26.52%

~83.00%

40.88%
~89.BD%
~75.46%

~62.71%

-51.27%

-85.37%

40.00%

-92.55%

-58.12%

459.81%

~47.12°/u

~98.56%

~52.09%

-66.55°/n

0.00%
453.73%

~25.53%

-69.14%

-84.62%

-58.55%

~87.23%

59.33%

~78.90%

~41 .67%

-25.51%

~78.50%
5.05%

~81.70%

~57.63%
58.36%

-70.45%

~91 .49%

-81.68%

~12.43%

~76.07%

~38.13%

~82.26%

~88.55%

-57.63%

43.08%

45.26%

11.29%
19.29%
-97.61%

~73.02%

~74.38%

~0.43%

24.36%

45.63%

-69.64%

14.04%

16.67%

~50.75%

66.51%

37.13%

~52.63%

~68.89%

~63.87%

~10.45%

-80.99%

94.95%
~1.16%

~135.91%

31.60%

-01.95%

42.22%

SYSTEMHOUSE

JANUARY 2002

Capimlisuson
muva aincu
tie-Nuvm

{0.61m

-20.38m

~2420m

20.30m

£3.30m

20.90m

20.41m

~217.10m

~E0.03m
20.88111

~20.01m

~215.71m

-211.11 111

~21.60m

~21959m

{15.33111

~21 .SSm

29.60111

~24.30m
~21 .90m

~2050m

£0.00m

20.16m

~26.63m
-£3.76m

~2225m

~20.13m

~21820m

~22.30m

-22.00m

-233.90m

{13050111

20.00m

£7.50m

{3.09m
~£1.30m

~26.64111

20.00m

~2220m

£0.03m

~25.30m

~22222m

~2220m

~21 .1211:

2094M

~21 9.90111

{0.01111

£21.10m

~20.41111
£100m

21 .00111

21 .59m

~28.45m

21 .10m

20.00m

21.10111

{0.18m

21.30111

{0.30m

{1.06111

20.50111

22.90m

£0.00m
~2450m
-27.30m

21 .77m

20.00111

~20.70m

-24.60111

22.73111

286.58m

23 50m
{0.31111

0060.11156an
mnve (2m)

in 2001

~215.19m

~21.929.33m

~250.50m

~22.50m

~2233.50111

-26.30m

-£5.57m
~2244.40m

~218.3211!

~254.32m

~218.21m

-296.61m

52315.91m

~21.20111

~2308.99m

-£104.33m

~21 17.25111

~239.40m

~2239.20m

~2124.90m

-280.80m

20.00m

~235.26m

-23.23m

~216.36111

~2139.95m

~21.l1m

-2195.00m

-2309.50m

~243.50m

~2131.70m

~2991.50m

~27.14m

26.30m

~21 18.39m

-224.00m

{76.14111

~23620m

~234.92m

~238.77m

{16.50111

42143.92m

~26.50111

~222.70m

~280.20m

~2197.40m

~215.63m

234.901☜

20.47m

213.90m

~2359.76m

-2|8.33111

~279.65m

20.30111

271 .10rn

24.34111

-£4.43m
22.00m

22.50111

4:15.66"!

~231.00m

23752111

~24.B1m

~25.20m

{45.50111

20.76111

£24.88m

~260.7711!

~21 .201☜

~239.6911!

2296.78m

-262.20m

{4.06111

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE scs index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index oi 1000 based on the
issue price. The SOS Index is not weighted; a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same eflect as a similar change (or the smallest company.
Category Codes: CS: Computer Services SP = Scltware Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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20 SYSTEMHOUSE

DECEMBER 2001

808 INDEX TAKES A SMALL

DIP AT END OF 2001
Following increases in October and November,

the last month of 2001 saw our SOS Index falling

by3.5% to 4798, whilst the TechMARK 100 index

and FI'SE IT 808 Index also fell, by 1.9% and

4.7% respectiver Since the beginning of theyear,

our SCSI index has fallen by 43%.

It was the software products companies and

the IT staff agencies which pulled the index down

the furthest in December. Indeed Software

Products companies have been by far the worst

performers for 2001 as awhole, Even the internet

companies did not do as bad.

Of the companies in our 808 Index, it was the

smaller companies which showed the highest

percentage increase in their share prices in Dec. -

Wealth Management Software☂s shareprice

increased by 72% to 16p and Manpower

Software saw a 61% increase to 25p. Also

putting in a good performance was Anite, following

its results announcement (see page 5), with a 26%

increase to 171p.

The worst performer was CedarGroup,

31-DecAof SCSI Index 479832
ms: IY (scs) Ind-x luau
llchMARKIDn 1472.70
FTSE too 521m:
FTSE AIM 597 so

on...☜ mow☜ FTSE SmalIClp 257915
ctr-nan in Indian. ecu nae titanium FTSE rl' use was

Int!☜ mo too see lndox AIM Ind-tr Snt-Ii Clo

ummnsituottostituoll 450% .0271. 494% 472% outset 4159☁?-
From ism Aornti .379 |!\% «5406!
Front ☁IIJMIW
From tomnot
Front tstJttn 92

.42t 457. .120 an

.577 was out503;
«155 am ☜0927*

From IIIJInIB 020109☁ $632956 «590%

mellfdanst OIBVJSi 952637» 9"!!0233

From IIIJBH 95 {2005* ~70 20% 947.65%

melstdansb «1245* d|l2% 6559* -5 837. 03254☜!-

mehtJnnW c7920$ 0285856 d10l$ $0253 ☜3☁45;

From Is|J|n 93 .550☜ bl 55% 64 37% 455793 -950% ct I 49%

Flu!!! IllJanS 4175* -I|3|$ 04.15% 416138 ☜200% 92154☁4

Flam III JInOO ~55 I755 -24 729- 4☁ W☁ 7729* 6355* -|5 74☁1-

me IlelnDI 426936 ☁lH☁S☁h 426096 5655* ("56% 4898☁!-

End Doc 01 Mot/o sinc- Mavo otncc Mme since Motto since Mom in Doc
. , ism-nae nun-nos, tsthnoo IaIJarIDI 0i ,

System Houses 33.5% 5.9% _ -5e 7% «34.5% 47.9%
n' Stall Agencies 65.6% 50.0% -65 2% 44.5% 4,5%_
Resellers 32.5% 41.0% 42w. 40.2% 2.2%
Snllwam Products 107.9% 77.7% 57.3% some 6.6%
leway intornst Index 7 209.2% 452.4% 44.7% 45.7%
Holway scs Index 55.1% 7 72mm. i 7 some 427% , 743.75% M

following its results announcement, originally planned for October.

Its share price fell 71 % to 4p. The company has announced that it

has received an indicative offer for the company at 5p per share; a

far cry from its Mar. 00 high of 1,500p. However, if these talks fall

through, it is unlikely that the company would be able to meet its

commitments as they fall due and would therefore be insolvent.

Also putting in a poor performance was Guardian IT ~ its share

price fell 65% to 155p after its profits warning,
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